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Description

[0001] The present invention concerns a sanding strip
with sanding means for sanding wheels for mounting on
a rotatable axle, where the sanding wheel consists of a
core comprising undercut grooves in which the sanding
strips are anchored by edge rails co-operating herewith,
and in which there are secured line-formed bracing el-
ements which extend radially from the core, preferably
in the form of line-formed brushes, at least the one side
surface of which supports the sanding means, the free
ends of which extend outside the free ends of the brush-
es.
[0002] Such sanding wheels are used, for example,
within the woodworking and furniture industries for the
surface treatment/sanding of plane surfaces for produc-
ing smooth surfaces. Since the sanding means normally
used in connection with sanding wheels is very flexible
as a consequence of their small thickness, the function
of the bracing elements/the brushes is to ensure a cer-
tain application pressure between the sanding means
and the items which are to be sanded.
[0003] The bracing elements, in the following referred
to as the brushes, thus have no actual cleaning effect
in the form of a removal of sanding dust from the sanded
surface during rotation of the sanding wheel. The sand-
ing dust is removed by suction applied over the sanding
area and, moreover, by subsequent processing of the
sanded items.
[0004] The sanding wheels are produced in variable
breadths and with variable diameters, and are mounted
on rotatable axles on sanding machines which are ar-
ranged for this purpose. An example of this can be a
sanding machine comprising a table with a feed unit for
the feeding forward of the items, which are surface treat-
ed during their passage of the axles with the sanding
brushes. The sanding machines may well comprise up
to several successively arranged rollers with sanding
brushes, each provided with sanding material of differ-
ent roughness. Out of regard for the processing of the
edges of the items, the sanding rollers can be inclined
in relation to the transport direction of the items, in that
this results in a slight chamfering (moulding) of the side
edges of the sanded items. Moreover, the inclined po-
sition of the rollers results in the constant removal of the
sanding dust from the sanded surface. The said inclined
position of the rollers in a sanding machine constitutes
a considerable contribution towards the increase of the
costs involved in the manufacture of a sanding machine,
in that the inclined suspension of the rollers in relation
to the transport direction of the items requires special
bearings and drives for the axles on which the sanding
wheels are mounted.
[0005] From DK 171364 there is known a sanding
wheel where the sanding strips are secured to a cylin-
drical core for mounting on a rotatable, driven axle. The
sanding strips are secured extending in a radial manner
from the cylindrical core, and the sanding strips are se-

cured in undercut grooves which extend parallel in the
periphery of the core for accommodation of sanding
strips arranged for this purpose, where the brushes are
enclosed within a U-shaped nylon or aluminium rail, the
external profile of which has a cross-section which co-
operates with the cross-section of the undercut grooves.
At the end of the core, the grooves are blocked by the
edges of covers mounted on the ends of the core,
whereby the sanding strips are held in position in the
state of use, and the sanding strips can be replaced
without having to dismount the core, in that only the one
end cover is removed and the sanding strips to be re-
placed are drawn out of the undercut grooves at the and
of the core, and new sanding strips are mounted.
[0006] It is important to note that the sanding strips
which are used and disclosed in DK 171 364 are rela-
tively stiff in the axial direction, in that they comprise
brushes with brush hair which is firmly anchored in a
profile of stiff material such as a U-shaped strip steel
profile, the free ends of which are clamped together
around the one end of the brush hairs. It should be noted
that by this known technique the sanding means are se-
cured to the sanding strips with an aluminium clamping
rail. This is firmly clamped so that the sanding means
are secured between the external side of the brush rail
and the clamping rail. With this construction, it is
achieved that it is not necessary to replace/discard the
core each time the sanding strips need to be changed.
However, the actual construction of the sanding strips
is inexpedient, in that the sanding means are secured
to the brush with said clamping rail, the result being that
this type of sanding strip is very stiff in its axial direction.
[0007] In DK 171 364, however, other solutions are
disclosed for the securing of the sanding means for the
sanding strips, for example by placing the sanding
means between the walls in the undercut grooves and
the outer side of the clamping rail which co-operates
with the groove, whereby the axial stiffness of the sand-
ing strip is reduced in comparison with the above-men-
tioned embodiment where use is made of two clamping
rails.
[0008] However, it is common to all known sanding
strips with brushes that they involve line-formed brushes
which, with or without an edge wire, are secured be-
tween the clamped-together webs of a U-shaped clamp-
ing rail, the result being that the sanding strip has an
axial stiffness which makes it unsuitable for absorbing
deviations in the axial direction. It must be noted that
when there is mention here of deviations in the axial di-
rection, this is to be understood as axial deviations of
the clamping rail in relation to a straight extent.
[0009] In DK 172548 B1 there is disclosed a method
for the manufacture of a flexible sanding element where
both the brush hair and the sanding means are secured
in a flexible U-shaped plastic profile, in the cavity of
which the one side of the sanding means are placed to-
gether with supporting brush hair and heat-fusible plas-
tic wire, where by heating above the melting tempera-
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ture of the plastic there occurs a bedding-in of the brush-
es and the sanding strips, so that they form an integral
unit which ensures that brushes and/or sanding means
are not released during use of rotating sanding or pol-
ishing tools of which the sanding elements form part.
[0010] There is hereby achieved a flexible sanding el-
ement which is able to absorb deviations in the axial di-
rection. However, the method concerning the manufac-
ture of this type of sanding strip in not expedient, in that
this requires the placing of both brush hair and the side
edge of the sanding means in the U-shaped profile to-
gether with a heat-fusible plastic wire, and it requires a
heating of the plastic wire after the brush hair and the
sanding means have been placed in the cavity of the U-
shaped profile.
[0011] It is the object of the invention to provide a flex-
ible sanding strip for use on sanding wheels having pe-
ripheries which comprise undercut grooves for securing
the sanding strip, where use is not made of clamping
rails for securing the sanding means on the sanding
strip, and which can be produced in a simple manner.
Furthermore, the invention concerns a method for the
manufacture of sanding strips in endless webs, from
which suitable lengths can be cut for mounting on the
periphery of a sanding wheel with undercut grooves.
[0012] This is achieved with the sanding strip defined
in claim 1.
[0013] By the securing of the sanding means directly
on the brushes, the use of the clamping rail for the se-
curing of the sanding means on the side of the brush rail
is rendered superfluous, or alternatively the placing of
the sanding means clamped in between the walls of the
undercut grooves and the herewith co-operating exter-
nal profile of the clamping rail, and hereby the working
operations connected herewith.
[0014] It is decisive whether the sanding means can
be adhered/secured in an adequate manner directly on
the sides of the in-line placed bunches of brush hair that
a small distance exists between each individual bunch
of brush hairs. This space is filled out with glue along
the gluing breadth, so that the glue flows in between the
individual hair bunches to the rear edge of the row of
holes on the side opposite to that on which the glue is
applied, on which after application of the glue the sand-
ing means are placed with the one side edge extending
parallel with the narrowest side edge of the PE brush
rail. With the hardening of the glue, there thus arises a
form of locking/anchoring of the sanding means by the
hardened glue mass which constitutes an element
which, in the gluing area, substantially surrounds and
adheres to the individual brush bunches. Moreover, the
sanding means are naturally also adhered to the outer-
most brush hair of the individual brush bunches in the
in-line row of brushes. It must be emphasised, however,
that the gluing in between the outermost brush hairs and
the sanding means will not be sufficient in itself to secure
the sanding means on the sanding strips during use.
The sanding means will simply become loose and flake

off after a relatively short period of use, simply because
the outermost brushes will break due to the mechanical
load which consists of both axial traction and transverse
loading in the outermost layer of brush hair when the
sanding strips on the rotating sanding wheel are brought
into contact with the item to be sanded/polished.
[0015] Moreover, with the use of a PE brush profile
rail which co-operates with the undercut grooves in the
external periphery of the cylindrical core, it becomes
possible to be able to effect a replacement of individual
sanding strips on the sanding wheel in the same way as
with the known sanding wheels. Here, for example, eve-
ry alternate sanding strip could be replaced at regular
intervals with the object of achieving a uniform surface
on the items processed by the sanding wheels.
[0016] Without renouncing other methods of secur-
ing, it can be mentioned that a preferred securing meth-
od consists of gluing directly on the brushes.
[0017] Moreover, without renouncing the use of other
types of glue, it can be mentioned that a preferred glue
for the securing of the sanding means to the side of the
brushes consists of hot-melt glue.
[0018] A second preferred method for the securing of
the sanding means directly on the brushes can consist
of sewing, where the sanding means are sewn onto the
brushes in an area in the immediate vicinity of the brush
rail.
[0019] An additional preferred method for the secur-
ing of the sanding means directly on the brushes can be
exercised by means of double-sided adhesive tape,
which is applied to the brushes in an area in the imme-
diate vicinity of the brush rail.
[0020] It must be mentioned that the flexible brush
profile rail can with advantage consist of a flexible PE,
whereby it is achieved that the line-formed brush be-
comes pliable in the axial direction.
[0021] It must be mentioned that the undercut
grooves in the cylindrical core, and the PE profile rails
co-operating herewith, can with advantage have a dove-
tailed cross-section.
[0022] The advantage herewith is that with rotation of
the core/sanding wheel, as a result of the centrifugal
force the PE profile rail will be clamped together around
the bracing elements (the brush hairs), which supports
the sanding materials on the sanding brush.
[0023] It must further be mentioned that the bunches
of brush hairs which are secured in the row of holes in
the PE brush profile rail can with advantage be secured
in the bottom of the holes by means of a U-shaped sta-
ple, the legs of which inserted in the PE profile rail are
staggered in parallel and cross each other, so that the
hairs in the brush bunch are anchored in their centre,
with their free ends extending straight up over the PE
profile rail on both sides of the staple. It must be men-
tioned that the brush hairs can also be secured in the
PE profile rail by gluing.
[0024] The sanding strip according to the invention is
able to be produced in a considerably easier manner
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than the hitherto-known sanding strips comprising
clamping rails, in that the latter are necessarily produced
individually in lengths determined beforehand.
[0025] With the sanding strip according to the inven-
tion, it will be possible to produce sanding strips in
rolled-up webs, which at the place of use can subse-
quently be cut up into the lengths desired by the user,
and inserted in the undercut grooves in the periphery of
the core.
[0026] A method for the manufacture of sanding strip
is defined in claim 8.
[0027] With the sanding strip and the method for the
manufacture of same, there can be envisaged a com-
pletely other type of sanding wheel, where the user pur-
chases the sanding strips in rolls or by the metre, and
thereafter cuts the sanding strips up into suitable lengths
and carries out the work of mounting the sanding strips.
The sanding strip according to the invention will thus be
considerably easier to pack and despatch than sanding
strips in long lengths.
[0028] The already discussed, known construction of
the swallow-tail formed rail profile which firmly secures
brushes and sanding means so that together they form
a sanding strip, results in a relatively stiff rail profile with
a relatively limited flexibility, but this type of sanding strip
has found a certain widespread use as a result of the
flexibility in the replacement of the individual sanding
strips on the core, which can be effected, for example,
so that each alternate sanding strip is replaced at a time,
whereby a great uniformity is achieved in the surface
processing of the surfaces treated by the sanding brush.
[0029] The presence of the relatively stiff clamping rail
for securing the sanding means on the sanding strips
makes it necessary, however, that the dove-tailed
groove in the core must be straight and oriented in par-
allel with the centre axis of the core, which means that
the sanding rollers must be inclined in order to achieve
the desired chamfering of the edges of the sanded item.
[0030] The sanding strips according to the present in-
vention open the possibility of changing this situation, in
that the securing of the sanding means directly on the
brush sides by means of a suitable glue results in the
sanding strip being able to absorb deviations in the axial
direction, at the same time that this will essentially main-
tain the resilience and lateral pliancy which characteris-
es the brush and the PE brush profile rail, as opposed
to the known sanding strips with dove-tail shaped edge
rails with clamping rails for securing the sanding means.
[0031] With the invention, the possibility has thus
been realised of being able to avoid the inexpedient in-
clined positioning of a sanding machine's sanding roll-
ers of the disclosed kind, at the same time that an edge
processing of the surface of the treated item is effected
by configuring the undercut grooves in the periphery of
the core so that these extend in a spiral or helical man-
ner in relation to the axis of the core, and inserting the
flexible sanding strips according to the invention into
these grooves.

[0032] There is hereby achieved the same effect as if
the sanding rollers were suspended in an inclined man-
ner in relation to the transport direction of the items.
Here, it is merely the sanding strip itself which is inclined
in relation to the core, instead of the sanding strips being
placed extending parallel with the centre axis of the
core, and the centre axis being inclined in relation to the
transport direction of the items.
[0033] In practice, this means that by use of the sand-
ing strips and the spirally-formed undercut grooves in
the periphery of the core, it will be possible to dispense
with the inclined positioning of the rollers which increas-
es the construction costs involved in the building of new
sanding machines, while at the same time a chamfer
sanding of the edges of the items can be effected. More-
over, it will be possible for older sanding machines pro-
vided with sanding wheels according to the invention to
be able to effect the desired sanding, where a chamfer-
ing of the edges of the sanded items is also achieved.
[0034] It must also be mentioned that it is preferred
that the undercut grooves and the brush profile rails
have a co-operating dove-tail shaped cross-section.
[0035] In the following, the invention will be explained
in more detail with reference to the drawing, where

fig. 1 shows a sanding brush according to the known
technique seen from above, with undercut grooves
for the accommodation and securing of sanding
strips, the edge rails of which have a profile co-op-
erating with the undercut grooves,
fig. 2 is a side view of a sanding strip according to
the invention with hair side upwards,
fig. 3 is a side view of the sanding strip in fig. 2 with
the sanding means upwards,
fig. 4 shows a section through a sanding strip seen
from above along the line A-A in fig. 3,
fig. 5 shows a section seen from the side along the
line B-B in fig. 4,
fig. 6 shows a section along the line C-C in fig. 4,
fig. 7 shows the principle involved in the manufac-
ture of sanding strips in endless webs according to
the invention,
fig. 8 shows a perspective view of a core with spi-
rally-formed, dove-tail shaped grooves according to
the invention,
fig. 9 shows a detail side-section view of a sanding
wheel with end cover mounted, and
fig. 10 shows a perspective view of a sanding brush
with sanding strip placed on the core in a spirally-
extending manner according to the invention.

[0036] Fig. 1 shows a plan view of a sanding wheel
10 comprising sanding strips 12 according to the inven-
tion. As will appear from the figure, the sanding strips'
brushes 14 are secured in a brush rail 16 which has a
cross-section which fits in an undercut groove, in the
shown embodiment a dove-tail cross-section, which
when the sanding strips are mounted is accommodated
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in grooves 18 co-operating herewith in the external pe-
riphery of a cylindrical core 20 with a circular cross-sec-
tion, in that said grooves 18 are oriented parallel with
the centre axis 22 of the core, and extend for the whole
length of the core. In its ends, the cylindrical core 20 has
covers 24, the centres of which are provided with
throughgoing holes 24 for the accommodation of a not-
shown drive shaft. The covers are provided with a re-
cess, so that the edge of the cover extends parallel with
the edge 26 of the core, and such that when the sanding
wheel is mounted, the grooves 18 are blocked, so that
the sanding 12 strips are secured in their positions, ex-
tending radially from the sanding wheel.
[0037] Fig. 2 shows a side view of a sanding strip 12
according to the present invention with hair side 28 up-
wards. As will be seen, the brush hairs 14 are secured
in a groove in a U-shaped plastic rail 16, which as shown
in fig. 2 has a dove-tail shaped external cross-section.
In the background is seen the rear of a sanding means
30 which is glued with hot-melt glue on the opposite side
of the brushes 14. The sanding means 30 in the shown
example embodiment consists of a length of segmented
emery cloth with a back 33 of canvas and a front 31 to
which a relevant sanding material is applied, cf. fig. 3.
The result of the segmenting is that the sanding strip
becomes more flexible, in that the individual segments
34 can move independently.
[0038] As will appear from fig. 3, the sanding means
30 is glued along the edge 4 of the brush rail 16, and no
securing means are used other than the already-men-
tioned hot-melt glue.
[0039] In fig. 4, which is a sectional view through the
sanding strip according to the invention along the line
A-A in fig. 3, it is seen how hardened hot-melt glue 2 has
adhered respectively to the canvas on the back 33 of
the sanding means 30 and the sides of the bunch-
formed brush hair 14, so that the glue mass substantially
surrounds these and has adhered to their surfaces. The
hardened mass of hot-melt glue 2, together with the
bunches of brush hair 14 along the edge 4 of the PE rail
16 and the emery cloth 30, thus constitute an integrated
mass, the extent of which in the longitudinal direction of
the brush hairs is indicated in fig. 6.
[0040] In fig. 5, which is a longitudinal section along
the line B-B in fig. 4, it is shown how the line-formed
brushes 14 of the sanding strip are placed in bunches
15 in holes 6 in the PE profile rail 16, and how the re-
spective bunches 15 of brushes 14 are anchored in the
bottom of the holes 6 by means of U-shaped staples 8,
the legs 9 of which cross each other and are displaced
in parallel as is shown in fig. 6. Between the respective
bunches 15 of brushes, in an area nearest to the PE
profile rail 16, there is a space 17, and it is this space
which is completely or partly filled out by the glue 2 which
is used to secure the sanding means to the sanding
strip, so that as shown in fig,. 4, the bunches 15 of brush
hairs 14 are almost completely surrounded by hardened
glue, which thus constitutes a coherent mass which ad-

heres to the back of the sanding means 30, which typi-
cally comprises a strong canvas, so-called emery cloth.
[0041] Fig. 7 shows the principle used in the proce-
dure for the manufacture of a continuous web 36 of
sanding strip. The principle involves a rolled-up supply
38 of brushes in an edge rail 16 with an external dove-
tailed profile, which by feed rollers 40 is fed past a glue
extruder 42 for hot-melt glue 44, which is extruded in a
string near the edge rail 16, after which via a second set
of feed rollers 46 the glue is provided with a web of sand-
ing means 30 from a supply 48, after which the sanding
means 30 is pressed against the gluing area by a
number of pressure rollers 50 and a plate 52. The con-
tinuous web of sanding means 36 is finally fed via a one
or more feed rollers to a rolled-up supply 56 of finished
sanding strip.
[0042] Fig. 8 shows a cylindrical core 20 with dove-
tailed grooves 18 in the external periphery 26 of the
core. As indicated, the grooves 18 are formed in a helical
or spiral manner, so that by movement along a groove
in the longitudinal direction of the core from the one end
to the other, the centres of the grooves are mutually, ro-
tationally displaced. The figure also shows a sanding
strip 12 being introduced from the one end of the core
20, while at the same time the used sanding strip 12' in
the same dove-tailed groove is being displaced out of
the opposite end of the core.
[0043] In fig. 9 it is shown how an annular edge 60 on
the end cover 24 of the core blocks the ends of the dove-
tailed grooves 18, so that the dove-tailed rails 16 with
sanding strips 12 are secured in the grooves 18 between
the covers.
[0044] Fig. 10 shows a finished sanding wheel/roller
where the core 20 is fully mounted with sanding strips
12 according to the invention. The inclined position of
the sanding strips 12 makes it possible for the sanding
rollers/brushes to be mounted in a sanding machine at
right-angles to the transport direction of the items, in that
due to the inclined position of the sanding strips in rela-
tion to the transport direction of the items, the sanding
of an item which is fed under and in contact with the
sanding strips 12 will result in a chamfering (slight
rounding-off) of the edges of the sanded item, which with
the use of the known sanding wheels would otherwise
be effected only when the roller is mounted in an inclined
position in relation to the transport direction of the item.
[0045] With the invention there is thus provided a
sanding strip 12 which is able to be manufactured in a
considerably easier manner than the known sanding
strips, where the sanding means is secured directly to
the bracing elements/the brushes, so that the sanding
strip retains deflection characteristics which are suffi-
cient to make it possible, with the use of an assembly
technique with undercut grooves (dove-tail assembly),
which in itself is known, to produce sanding wheels with
radially-protruding sanding strips which extend in a spi-
ral manner, which means that the construction of sand-
ing machines can take place without the machine's driv-
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ing shafts having to be suspended in an inclined man-
ner, which is expensive. Moreover, the individual sand-
ing strips can be replaced as required, all depending on
the degree to which these are worn.
[0046] It must be mentioned that the invention is par-
ticularly suitable especially in connection with older
sanding machines with the normal, inclined shafts,
where by using the sanding strips and sanding wheels/
rollers according to the invention it is now possible to
carry out the sanding of items and at the same time ef-
fect a chamfering of the edges of the items.

Claims

1. Sanding strip (12) for use with a sanding wheel (10)
for mounting on a rotatable shaft, where the sanding
wheel consists of a substantially cylindrical core
(20) having a periphery in which there are undercut
grooves (18) in which the sanding strips (12) are
anchored by profiled edge rails (16) co-operating
herewith, the sanding strip comprising
sanding means (30) comprising a front (31) and a
back (33), and
a flexible, profiled edge rail (16) in which radially-
protruding, line-formed brushes (14)are secured, at
least the one side surface of which supports the
back of the sanding means (30), whose free ends
extend outside the free ends of the brushes, where-
in the brush hairs which form the line-formed brush
are arranged and secured in the longitudinal direc-
tion of the profiled edge rail from which rail the
brushes (14) extend from the narrowest side (4),
characterised in that the sanding means (30) are
fastened by securing means (2) with the back side
(33) directly on at least one of the sides of the in-
line row of brushes (14) outside the profiled edge
rail (16), so that the side of the sanding means (30)
facing towards the profiled edge rail (16) is substan-
tially in contact with the upper edge of the narrowest
side (4) of the profiled edge rail (16).

2. Sanding strip (12) according to claim 1, character-
ised in that the brush hairs are arranged and se-
cured in bunches (15) so that along the longitudinal
direction of the profiled edge rail (16) a space (17)
is formed between the individual brush hair bunch-
es (15), and in that the securing means (2) for fas-
tening the sanding means (30) to the sides of the
brushes (14) consist of glue extruded respectively
on the side of the brushes facing towards the back
(33) of the sanding means (30), and in the spaces
(17) between the respective bunches (15) of brush
hairs.

3. Sanding strip (12) according to claim 2, character-
ised in that the glue for fastening the sanding
means (30) to the side of the brushes consists of

hot-melt glue.

4. Sanding strip (12) according to claim 1, character-
ised in that the sanding means (30) are fastened
directly on the brushes (14) by sewing with a rele-
vant thread in an area in the immediate vicinity of
the narrowest edge (4) of the profiled edge rail (16),
preferably so that the sewing thread passes around
the respective brush bunches (15) in the profiled
edge rail (16).

5. Sanding strip according to any of the claims 1-4,
characterised in that the profiled edge rail (16)
consists of a flexible plastic material, preferably PE.

6. Sanding strip (12) according to any of the claims
1-3, characterised in that the profiles edge rail (16)
has a dove-tailed cross-section for co-operating
with a corresponding undercut groove (18) in the
cylindrical core (20) of a sanding wheel.

7. Sanding strip (12) according to any of the claims
1-6, characterised in that it is provided as a rolled-
up web (36) of sanding strip.

8. Method for the manufacture of a sanding strip (36),
comprising the steps of

feeding a supply of in-line brushes (38) in a
web by feeding means (40,52), said in-line brushes
comprising a flexible, profiled edge rail (16) having
brushes (14) extending from the narrowest side (4),
said brushes being disposed in bunches (15) in
holes (6) arranged in a row in said narrowest side
(4) of the edge rail (16), so that between each bunch
(15) along the side (4) there is a space (17),

extruding at least one string (2) of a suitable
hot-melt glue in a gluing area on the brush hairs
near the side (4) of the edge rail (16), and in the
spaces (17) in between the individual brush bunch-
es (15),

subsequently and via feeding means (46) and
pressure rollers (50), a layer of sanding means (30)
from a supply (48) is applied on and pressed against
the relevant side of the brushes in the gluing area,
after which the now finished sanding strip (36) com-
prising the in-line brush with the applied web of
sanding means (30) is fed further by feeding means
(54) for rolling up into a supply (56), or is alterna-
tively cut up into predetermined lengths.

9. Sanding wheel (10) for mounting on a rotatable
shaft, where the sanding wheel consists of a sub-
stantially cylindrical core (20) having a periphery in
which there are undercut grooves (18) in which the
sanding strips (12) are anchored by profiled edge
rails (16) co-operating herewith characterised in
that sanding strips (12) according to any of the
claims 1-7 are inserted in said grooves.
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10. Sanding wheel (19) according to claim 9, wherein
the undercut grooves (18) in the periphery of the
core extend in a spiral or helical manner in relation
to the centre axis (22) of the core.

Patentansprüche

1. Schleifband (12) zur Verwendung bei einem Schlei-
frad (10) zur Lagerung auf einer drehbaren Welle,
wobei das Schleifrad aus einem im wesentlichen
zylindrischen Kern (20) mit einem Umfang besteht,
in dem sich hinterschnittene Rinnen (18) befinden,
in denen die Schleifbänder (12) durch Profilrand-
schienen (16), die damit zusammenwirken, veran-
kert sind, wobei das Schleifband umfaßt
Schleifmittel (30) umfassend eine Vorderseite (31)
und eine Rückseite (33) und
eine flexible Profilrandschiene (16), in der radial
vorstehende linienförmige Bürsten (14) befestigt
sind, von denen wenigstens eine Seitenfläche den
Rücken der Schleifmittel (30) trägt, deren freie En-
den sich außerhalb der freien Enden der Bürsten
erstrecken, wobei die Bürstenhaare, die die linien-
förmige Bürste bilden, in der Längsrichtung der Pro-
filrandschiene angeordnet und befestigt sind, von
deren schmalster Seite (4) sich die Bürsten (14) er-
strecken, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die
Schleifmittel (30) durch Befestigungsmittel (2) mit
der Rückseite (33) direkt an wenigstens einer der
Seiten der linienförmigen Reihe Bürsten (14) au-
ßerhalb der Profilrandschiene (16) befestigt sind,
so daß die Seite der Schleifmittel (30), die der Pro-
filrandschiene (16) zugewandt ist, sich im wesent-
lichen in Kontakt mit dem Oberrand der schmalsten
Seite (4) der Profilrandschiene (16) befindet.

2. Schleifband (12) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daß die Bürstenhaare in Bündeln
(15) so angeordnet und befestigt sind, daß entlang
der Längsrichtung der Profilrandschiene (16) zwi-
schen den einzelnen Bürstenhaarbündeln (15) ein
Raum (17) gebildet ist, und daß die Befestigungs-
mittel (2) zum Befestigen der Schleifmittel (30) an
den Seiten der Bürsten (14) aus Kleber bestehen,
der jeweils auf der Seite der Bürsten, die der Rück-
seite (33) der Schleifmittel (30) zugewandt ist, und
in den Räumen (17) zwischen den jeweiligen Bün-
deln (15) der Bürstenhaare extrudiert ist.

3. Schleifband (12) nach Anspruch 2, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daß der Kleber zum Befestigen der
Schleifmittel (30) an der Seite der Bürsten aus
Heißschmelzkleber besteht.

4. Schleifband (12) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daß die Schleifmittel (20) direkt an
den Bürsten (14) durch Nähen mit einem sachdien-

lichen Faden in einem Bereich in der unmittelbaren
Nachbarschaft des schmalsten Randes (4) der Pro-
filrandschiene (16) befestigt ist, vorzugsweise so,
daß der Nähfaden um die jeweiligen Bürstenbündel
(15) in der Profilrandschiene (16) herumläuft.

5. Schleifband nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, daß die Profilrandschiene
(16) aus einem flexiblen Kunststoffmaterial, vor-
zugsweise PE, besteht.

6. Schleifband (12) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Profilrand-
schiene (16) einen Schwalbenschwanz-Quer-
schnitt zum Zusammenwirken mit einer entspre-
chenden hinterschnittenen Rinne (18) in dem zylin-
drischen Kern (20) eines Schleifrades aufweist.

7. Schleifband (12) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß es als aufgeroll-
te Schleifband-Bahn (20) vorgesehen ist.

8. Verfahren zur Herstellung einer Schleifband-Bahn
(36), umfassend die Schritte:

Zuführen eines Vorrates an linienförmig ausge-
richteten Bürsten (38) in einer Bahn durch Zu-
führmittel (40, 52), wobei die linienförmigen
Bürsten eine flexible Profilrandschiene (16) mit
Bürsten (14) umfaßt, die sich von der schmal-
sten Seite (4) erstrekken, wobei die Bürsten in
Bündeln (15) in Löchern (6) angeordnet sind,
die in einer Reihe in der schmalsten Seite (4)
der Randschiene (16) angeordnet sind, so daß
sich zwischen jedem Bündel (15) entlang der
Seite (4) ein Raum (17) befindet,

Extrudieren wenigstens eines Stranges (2) ei-
nes geeigneten Heißschmelzklebers in einem
Klebebereich an den Bürstenhaaren nahe der
Seite (4) der Randschiene (16) und in den Räu-
men (17) zwischen den einzelnen Bürstenbün-
deln (15),

anschließend und über Zuführmittel (46) und
Druckwalzen (50) wird eine Lage Schleifmittel
(30) aus einem Vorrat (48) auf die relevante
Seite der Bürsten in dem Klebebereich aufge-
bracht und gegen diese Seite gedrückt,

worauf das jetzt fertige Schleifband (36), das die li-
nienförmig ausgerichtete Bürste mit der aufge-
brachten Bahn Schleifmittel (30) umfaßt, weiter mit-
tels Zuführmitteln (54) zum Aufrollen in einen Vorrat
(56) geführt oder wahlweise in vorbestimmte Län-
gen abgeschnitten wird.

9. Schleifrad (10) zum Lagern auf einer drehbaren
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Welle, bei dem das Schleifrad aus einem im we-
sentlichen zylindrischen Kern (20) besteht, der eine
Peripherie aufweist, in der sich hinterschnittene
Rinnen (18) befinden, in denen die Schleifbänder
(12) durch Profilrandschienen (16) verankert sind,
die damit zusammenwirken, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß Schleifbänder (12) gemäß einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 7 in den Rinnen eingesetzt sind.

10. Schleifrad (19) nach Anspruch 9, bei dem sich die
hinterschnittenen Rinnen (18) in der Peripherie des
Kerns in spiral- oder schraubenwendelförmiger
Weise relativ zur Mittelachse (22) des Kerns er-
strecken.

Revendications

1. Bande de ponçage (12) destinée à être utilisée avec
une roue de ponçage (10) pour le montage sur un
axe apte à tourner, où la roue de ponçage se com-
pose essentiellement d'un noyau cylindrique (20)
ayant une périphérie dans laquelle sont prévues
des gorges découpées (18) dans lesquelles les
bandes de ponçage (12) sont fixées par des rails à
bord profilé (16) coopérant avec celles-ci, la bande
de ponçage comprenant :

des moyens de ponçage (30) comportant un
avant (31) et un arrière (33), et
un rail à bord profilé, flexible (16) dans lequel
sont fixées des brosses (14) formées en ligne,
faisant saillie radialement d'au moins une sur-
face latérale qui supporte l'arrière des moyens
de ponçage (30), dont les extrémités libres se
prolongent à l'extérieur des extrémités libres
des brosses, dans lequel les poils des brosses
qui forment les brosses formées en ligne sont
disposés et fixés dans la direction longitudinale
du rail à bord profilé rail à partir duquel les bros-
ses (14) se prolongent depuis le côté le plus
étroit (4), caractérisée en ce que les moyens
de ponçage (30) sont fixés par un moyen de
fixation (2) avec le côté arrière (33) directement
sur au moins l'un des côtés de la rangée en li-
gne des brosses (14) à l'extérieur du rail à bord
profilé (16), de sorte que le côté des moyens
de ponçage (30) tourné vers le rail à bord profilé
(16) est sensiblement en contact avec le bord
supérieur du côté le plus étroit (4) du rail à bord
profilé (16).

2. Bande de ponçage (12) selon la revendication 1,
caractérisée en ce que les poils de brosse sont
disposés et fixés en faisceaux (15) de sorte que le
long de la direction longitudinale du rail à bord pro-
filé (16) un espace (17) est formé entre les fais-
ceaux de poils de brosses individuels (15) et en ce

que les moyens de fixation (2) pour fixer les moyens
de ponçage (30) aux côtés des brosses (14) se
composent de colle extrudée respectivement sur le
côté des brosses tourné vers l'arrière (33) des
moyens de ponçage (30) et dans les espaces (17)
entre les faisceaux respectifs (15) des poils de bros-
ses.

3. Bande de ponçage (12) selon la revendication 2,
caractérisée en ce que la colle pour fixer les
moyens de ponçage (30) au côté des brosses se
compose de colle thermofusible.

4. Bande de ponçage (12) selon la revendication 1,
caractérisée en ce que les moyens de ponçage
(30) sont fixés directement sur les brosses (14) par
couture avec un fil approprié dans une zone au voi-
sinage immédiat du bord le plus étroit (4) du rail à
bord profilé (16), de préférence afin que le fil de cou-
ture passe autour des faisceaux de brosses respec-
tifs (15) dans le rail à bord profilé (16).

5. Bande de ponçage selon l'une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 4, caractérisée en ce que le rail
à bord profilé (16) se compose d'une matière plas-
tique flexible, de préférence de polyéthylène.

6. Bande de ponçage (12) selon l'une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 5, caractérisée en ce que le rail
à bord profilé (16) présente une section transversa-
le en queue d'aronde pour coopérer avec une gorge
découpée correspondante (18) dans le noyau cy-
lindrique (20) d'une roue de ponçage.

7. Bande de ponçage (12) selon l'une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 6, caractérisée en ce qu'elle
comporte une nappe enroulée (36) de bande de
ponçage.

8. Procédé de fabrication d'une bande de ponçage
(36), comprenant les étapes de :

amener une fourniture de brosses en ligne (38)
dans une nappe par un moyen de fourniture
(40, 52), lesdites brosses en ligne comprenant
un rail à bord profilé flexible (16) ayant des
brosses (14) s'étendant à partir du côté le plus
étroit (4), lesdites brosses étant disposées se-
lon des faisceaux (15) dans des trous (16)
agencés dans une rangée dans ledit côté le
plus étroit (4) du rail à bord profilé (16) de sorte
qu'entre chaque faisceau (15) le long du côté
(4) il y ait un espace (17),
extruder au moins un cordon (2) d'une colle
thermofusible appropriée dans une zone de
collage sur les poils de brosses près du côté
(4) du rail à bord profilé (16) et dans les espa-
ces (17) entre les faisceaux de brosses indivi-
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duels (15),
appliquer et presser sur le côté approprié des
brosses dans la zone de collage une couche
de moyens de ponçage (30) à partir d'une four-
niture (48) subséquemment et par l'intermé-
diaire de moyens de fourniture (46) et de rou-
leaux de pression (50),

après quoi, la bande de ponçage à présent
finie (36) comprenant la brosse en ligne avec la
nappe appliquée de moyens de ponçage (30) est
amenée supplémentairement par le moyen d'ame-
née (54) pour être enroulée selon une fourniture
(56) ou est, en variante, découpée selon des lon-
gueurs prédéterminées.

9. Roue de ponçage (10) destinée à être montée sur
un axe apte à tourner, où la roue de ponçage se
compose essentiellement d'un noyau cylindrique
(20) ayant une périphérie dans laquelle sont pré-
vues des gorges découpées (18) dans lesquelles
les bandes de ponçage (12) sont ancrées par des
rails à bord profilé coopérant avec celles-ci, carac-
térisée en ce que des bandes de ponçage (12) se-
lon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7 sont
insérées dans lesdites gorges.

10. Roue de ponçage (19) selon la revendication 9,
dans laquelle les gorges découpées (18) dans la
périphérie du noyau se prolongent de façon hélicoï-
dale ou en spirale par rapport à l'axe central (22) du
noyau.
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